The Rutgers British Studies Center presents

THE WORLDS OF WILLIAM PENN

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 19, 2015
PANE ROOM, ALEXANDER LIBRARY

2:45-3:00 p.m. WELCOMING REMARKS
Andrew Murphy, Rutgers University
Conference Organizer

3:00-3:45 p.m. OPENING PLENARY
Elizabeth Milroy, Drexel University
“Parks, Promenades, and the Proprietor: The Elusive Body of William Penn”

4:00-5:15 p.m. SYMPOSIUM 1: CONTEXTS
Evan Haefeli, Texas A&M University
“Pennsylvania’s Religious Toleration in Global Context”
Laura Spero, American Philosophical Society
“The World William Penn Didn’t Know”

5:30-6:15 p.m. PLENARY
Scott Sowerby, Northwestern University
“William Penn and James II”

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 20, 2015

9:00-9:30 a.m. PRESENTATION: HISTORICAL SITES
DOUGLAS MILLER, PENNSBURY
DENNIS PICKERAL, STENTON
PANE ROOM, ALEXANDER LIBRARY

9:45-11:00 a.m. SYMPOSIUM 2: QUAKER WORLDS
Rachel Love Monroy, University of South Carolina
“From Puritan to Quaker: Atlanticizing Mary Dyer’s Missionary Efforts in Boston”
Stefano Villani, University of Maryland
“To correct the mistakes of the World’s: Early Quaker Missionary Activity from 1654 to the Founding of Pennsylvania”

11:30 a.m.-12:45 p.m. SYMPOSIUM 3: AMERICAN WORLDS
Alex Mazzaferro, Rutgers University
“John Winthrop, William Penn, and Colonial Political Science”
Sarah A. Morgan Smith, Rutgers University
“A ‘Happy’ Revolution: The Importance of 1689 for New England...and Beyond”
Andrew Murphy, Rutgers University
“American Rivals: Beyond Baltimore”

2:00-2:45 p.m. PLENARY
Elizabeth Sauer, Brock University
“New Worlds and Holy Experiments in the Restoration Literature of Milton, Bunyan, and Penn”

2:45-4:15 p.m. SYMPOSIUM 4: IMPERIAL WORLDS
Patrick Cecil, University of Alabama
“Peace and Security According to William Penn”
Marcus Gallo, John Carroll University
“William Penn, William Petty, and Surveying”
Shuichi Wanibuchi, Harvard University
“William Penn’s Imperial Landscape: Improvement, Political Economy, and Ecological Imperialism in the Pennsylvania Project”

4:30-5:30 p.m. ROUND TABLE CHAIR ED BY
Daniel Richter, University of Pennsylvania
John Smolenski, University of California, Davis

5:30-5:45 p.m. CLOSING REMARKS
Andrew Murphy, Rutgers University